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Objective:
With economies becoming increasingly market oriented, it is becoming important for players in the market place to learn to conduct themselves in a manner that will assure them of success. The objective of the course is to provide insights into these aspects. Students of management must be exposed to the time tested tools and techniques of managerial economics to enable them to appreciate their relevance in decision making.
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Q1. Define managerial economics.

Ans. Managerial economics applies economic theory and methods to solve business and administrative problems through the proper use of economic models in decision making. Managerial economics prescribes rules for improving managerial decisions. Managerial economics also helps managers recognize how economic forces affect organizations and describes the economic consequences of managerial behavior. It links traditional economics with the decision sciences to develop vital tools for managerial decision making.

Managerial economics identifies ways to efficiently achieve goals. For example, suppose a small business seeks rapid growth to reach a size that permits efficient use of national media advertising. Managerial economics can be used to identify pricing and production strategies to help meet this short-run objective quickly and effectively.

Q2. Explain the scope of managerial economics.

Ans. Scope of Managerial Economics:

ME deals with Demand analysis, Forecasting, Production function, Cost analysis, Inventory Management, Advertising, Pricing System, Resource allocation etc.

Following aspects are to be taken into account while knowing the scope of ME:

1. Demand analysis and forecasting: Unless and until knowing the
demand for a product how can we think of producing that product. Therefore demand analysis is something which is necessary for the production function to happen. Demand analysis helps in analyzing the various types of demand which enables the manager to arrive at reasonable estimates of demand for product of his company. Managers not only assess the current demand but he has to take into account the future demand also.

2. **Production function**: Conversion of inputs into outputs is known as production function. With limited resources we have to make the alternative uses of this limited resource. Factor of production called as inputs is combined in a particular way to get the maximum output. When the price of input rises the firm is forced to work out a combination of inputs to ensure the least cost combination.

3. **Cost analysis**: Cost analysis is helpful in understanding the cost of a particular product. It takes into account all the costs incurred while producing a particular product. Under cost analysis we will take into account determinants of costs, method of estimating costs, the relationship between cost and output, the forecast of the cost, profit, these terms are very vital to any firm or business.

4. **Inventory Management**: Well the actual meaning of the term inventory is stock. It refers to stock of raw materials which a firm keeps. Now here the question arises how much of the inventory is ideal. Managerial economic helps the manager to take decision about holding of optimum level of stock of raw material and finished goods over a period of time so that in inventory management problem may be solved.
Multiple Choice Questions

1) The law of demand states that, other things remaining the same, the lower the price of a good, the
   A) smaller will be the demand for the good.
   B) larger will be the demand for the good.
   C) smaller will be the quantity of the good demanded.
   D) larger will be the quantity of the good demanded.
   Ans- B) larger will be the demand for the good.

2) The law of demand implies that demand curves
   A) slope down.
   B) slope up.
   C) shift up whenever the price rises.
   D) shift down whenever the price rises.
   Ans- A) slope down.

3) Which of the following is consistent with the law of demand?
   A) An increase in the price of tapes causes an increase in the quantity of tapes demanded.
   B) An increase in the price of soda causes a decrease in the quantity of soda demanded.
   C) A decrease in the price of milk causes a decrease in the quantity of milk demanded.
   D) A decrease in the price of juice causes no change in the quantity of juice demanded.
Ans- B) An increase in the price of soda causes a decrease in the quantity of soda demanded.

4) When demand decreases,
   A) price falls and quantity decreases. B) price falls and quantity increases.
   C) price rises and quantity decreases D) price rises and quantity increases.
   Ans- C) price rises and quantity decreases

5) Each point on the demand curve reflects
   A) all the wants of a given household.
   B) the highest price consumers are willing to pay for an additional unit of a good.
   C) the highest price sellers will accept for all units over time.
   D) the lowest-cost technology available to produce a good.
   Ans- B) the highest price consumers are willing to pay for an additional unit of a good.
Chapter 2
Supply Demand and Analysis

Q1. **Explain the law of demand.**

**Ans.** The **law of demand** is an economic law that states that consumers buy more of a good when its price decreases and less when its price increases (ceteris paribus). The greater the amount to be sold, the smaller the price at which it is offered must be in order for it to find purchasers.

Law of demand states that the quantity demanded of a commodity and its price are inversely related, other things remaining constant. That is, if the income of the consumer, prices of the related goods, and tastes and preferences of the consumer remain unchanged, the consumer’s demand for the good will move opposite to the movement in the price of the good.

"If the price of the good increases, the quantity demanded decreases, while if price of the good decreases, its quantity demanded increases."
Assumptions

Every law will have certain limitation or exceptions. While expressing the law of demand, the assumptions that other conditions of demand were unchanged. If remains constant, the inverse relation may not hold well. In other words, it is assumed that the income and tastes of consumers and the prices of other commodities are constant. This law operates when the commodity’s price changes and all other prices and conditions do not change. The main assumptions are

- Habits, tastes and fashions remain constant
- Money, income of the consumer does not change.
- Prices of other goods remain constant
- The commodity in question has no substitute
- The commodity is a normal good and has no prestige or status value.
- People do not expect changes in the prices.
- Quantity of the commodity remains constant.
- State of wealth of consumer does not change.
Exceptions to the law of demand

Generally, the quantity demanded of good increases with a decrease in price of the good and vice versa. In some cases, however, this may not be true. Such situations are explained below.

Giffen goods

As noted earlier, if there is an inferior good of which the positive income effect is greater than the negative substitution effect, the law of demand would not hold. For example, when the price of potatoes (which is the staple food of some poor families) decreases significantly, then a particular household may like to buy superior goods out of the savings which they can have now due to superior goods like cereals, fruits etc., not only from these savings but also by reducing the consumption of potatoes. Thus, a decrease in price of potatoes results in decrease in consumption of potatoes. Such basic good items consumed in bulk by the poor families, generally fall in the category of Giffen goods.

Commodities which are used as status symbols

Some expensive commodities like diamonds, air conditioned cars, etc., are used as status symbols to display one’s wealth. The more expensive these commodities become, the higher their value as a status symbol and hence, the greater the demand for them. The amount demanded of these commodities increase with an increase in their price and decrease with a decrease in their price. Also known as a veblen good.

Expectation of change in the price of commodity

If a household expects the price of a commodity to increase, it may start purchasing greater amount of the commodity even at the presently increased
price. Similarly, if the house hold expects the price of the commodity to decrease, it may postpone its purchases. Thus, law of demand is violated in such cases. In the above circumstances, the demand curve does not slope down from left to right instead it presents a backward sloping from top right to down left as shown in diagram. This curve is known as exceptional demand curve.

Law of demand explain the inverse relation b/w price of commodity and its demand, assuming other things remain constant. this negative relation itself implies downward movement of demand curve from left to right. But basically it happens due to main three effects or laws: 1. Law of Diminishing marginal utility. (Please connect it to the concept) 2. Income effect, which simply talk about change in real income (Purchasing Power) of consumer. Whenever there fall in price of good exist, the purchasing power of consumer gets increase and thus she wants to purchase more. 3. Substitution effect: for most of the goods substitutes or similar commodity are available. When there is change in price of one and it become cheaper as compare to its substitute, some buyer transform from present consumption towards those goods whose prices falls.

Q2. **Discuss the shape of supply curve.**

Ans. The relationship between the quantity sellers want to sell during some time period (quantity supplied) and price is what economists call the supply curve. Though usually the relationship is positive, so that when price increases so does quantity supplied, there are exceptions. Hence there is no law of supply that parallels the law of demand.

The supply curve can be expressed mathematically in functional form as

\[ Q_s = f(price, \text{other factors held constant}). \]
It can also be illustrated in the form of a table or a graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price of Widgets</th>
<th>Number of Widgets Sellers Want to Sell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graph shown below has a positive slope, which is the slope one normally expects from a supply curve.

If one of the factors that is held constant changes, the relationship between price and quantity, (supply) will change. If the price of an input falls, for example, the supply relationship may change, as in the following table.
A Supply Curve Can Shift

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price of Widgets</th>
<th>Number of Widgets Sellers Want to Sell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>[10] becomes 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>[40] becomes 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>[70] becomes 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>[140] becomes 180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same changes can be shown with a graph that shows the supply curve shifting to the right. Notice each price has a larger quantity associated with it.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. Surplus is a condition of:
   1. excess supply
   2. a deficiency in supply
   3. market equilibrium
   4. excess demand

   Ans-1

2. The effect on sales of an increase in price is a decrease in:
   1. the quantity demanded
2. demand
3. supply
4. the quantity supplied
Ans-2

3. The quantity of product X supplied can be expected to rise with a fall in:
1. Prices of competing products
2. price of X
3. energy savings technical charge
4. input prices
Ans-2

4. A demand curve expresses the relation between the quantity demanded and
1. income
2. advertising
3. price
4. all of the above
Ans-3
Chapter 3

Theory of Firm

Q1. Explain the sales revenue maximization theory of firm.

Ans. According to Baumol, every business firm aims at maximization it’s sales revenue (price x quantity) rather than its profit. Hence his hypothesis has come to be known as sales maximization theory & revenue maximization theory. According to Baumol, sales have become an end by themselves and accordingly sales maximization has become the ultimate objective of the firm. Hence, the management of a firm directs its energies in promoting and maximizing its sales revenue instead of profit.

The goal of sales maximization is explained by the management’s desire to maintain the firm’s competitive position, which is dependent to a large extent on its size. Unlike the shareholders who are interested in profit, the management is interested in sales revenue, either because large sales revenue is a matter of prestige or because its remuneration is often related to the size of the firm’s operations than to its profits. Baumol, however does not ignore the cost of production which has to be covered and also a margin of profit. In fact, he advocates the adoption of a price, which will cover the cost and also will yield a minimum rate of profits. According to Baumol the firm will have to choose that output which will yield adequate profit even through it may not achieve sales maximization.
Multiple Choice Questions

1. The process by which resources are transformed into useful forms is
   A. capitalisation.
   B. consumption.
   C. allocation.
   D. production.
   Answer: D

2. Which of the following is not a resource as the term is used by economists?
   A. money.
   B. land
   C. buildings.
   D. labour.
   Answer: A
Opportunity cost, most broadly define, is
A. the additional cost of producing an additional unit of output.
B. what we forgo, or give up, when we make a choice or a decision.
C. a cost that cannot be avoided, regardless of what is done in the future.
D. the additional cost of buying an additional unit of a product.

Ans: b
Chapter 4

Elasticity of Demand

Q1. Explain the types of elasticity of demand.

Ans. There are following types of demand elasticities:

**Price elasticity of demand**

Price elasticity of demand measures the percentage change in quantity demanded caused by a percent change in price. As such, it measures the extent of movement along the demand curve. This elasticity is almost always negative and is usually expressed in terms of absolute value (i.e. as positive numbers) since the negative can be assumed. In these terms, then, if the elasticity is greater than 1 demand is said to be elastic; between zero and one demand is inelastic and if it equals one, demand is unit-elastic.

**Income elasticity of demand**

Income elasticity of demand measures the percentage change in demand caused by a percent change in income. A change in income causes the demand curve to shift reflecting the change in demand. Income elasticity of demand is a measurement of how far the curve shifts horizontally along the X-axis. Income elasticity can be used to classify goods as normal or inferior. With a normal good
demand varies in the same direction as income. With an inferior good demand and income move in opposite directions.

**Cross price elasticity of demand**

Cross price elasticity of demand measures the percentage change in demand for a particular good caused by a percent change in the price of another good. Goods can be complements, substitutes or unrelated. A change in the price of a related good causes the demand curve to shift reflecting a change in demand for the original good. Cross price elasticity is a measurement of how far, and in which direction, the curve shifts horizontally along the x-axis. A positive cross-price elasticity means that the goods are substitute goods.

**Q2. How would you measure price elasticity of demand?**

**Ans.** Measurment of price elasticity of demand:

**Point-price elasticity**

One way to avoid the accuracy problem described above is to minimise the difference between the starting and ending prices and quantities. This is the approach taken in the definition of *point-price* elasticity, which uses differential calculus to calculate the elasticity for a small change in price and quantity at any given point on the demand curve:

\[ E_d = \frac{P}{Q_d} \times \frac{dQ_d}{dP} \]

In other words, it is equal to the absolute value of the first derivative of quantity with respect to price \((dQ_d/dP)\) multiplied by the point's price \((P)\) divided by its quantity \((Q_d)\)
In terms of partial-differential calculus, point-price elasticity of demand can be defined as follows: let \( x(p, w) \) be the demand of goods \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_L \) as a function of parameters price and wealth, and let \( x_l(p, w) \) be the demand for good \( l \). The elasticity of demand for good \( x_l(p, w) \) with respect to price \( p_k \) is

\[
E_{x_l,p_k} = \frac{\partial x_l(p, w)}{\partial p_k} \cdot \frac{p_k}{x_l(p, w)} = \frac{\partial \log x_l(p, w)}{\partial \log p_k}
\]

However, the point-price elasticity can be computed only if the formula for the demand function, \( Q_d = f(P) \), is known so its derivative with respect to price, \( dQ_d / dP \), can be determined.

**Arc elasticity**

A second solution to the asymmetry problem of having a PED dependent on which of the two given points on a demand curve is chosen as the "original" point and which as the "new" one is to compute the percentage change in \( P \) and \( Q \) relative to the average of the two prices and the average of the two quantities, rather than just the change relative to one point or the other. Loosely speaking, this gives an "average" elasticity for the section of the actual demand curve—i.e., the arc of the curve—between the two points. As a result, this measure is known as the arc elasticity, in this case with respect to the price of the good. The arc elasticity is defined mathematically as

\[
E_d = \frac{P_1 + P_2}{Q_{d_1} + Q_{d_2}} \times \frac{\Delta Q_d}{\Delta P} = \frac{P_1 + P_2}{Q_{d_1} + Q_{d_2}} \times \frac{\Delta Q_d}{\Delta P}
\]
This method for computing the price elasticity is also known as the "midpoints formula", because the average price and average quantity are the coordinates of the midpoint of the straight line between the two given points.

Q3. How would you interpret price elasticity of demand?
Ans.

Interpreting values of price elasticity

Elasticities of demand are interpreted as follows:

Perfectly inelastic demand

Perfectly elastic demand
Descriptive Terms

**Value**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_d = 0$</td>
<td>Perfectly inelastic demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-1 &lt; E_d &lt; 0$</td>
<td>Inelastic or relatively inelastic demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_d = -1$</td>
<td>Unit elastic, unit elasticity, unitary elasticity, or unitarily elastic demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\infty &lt; E_d &lt; -1$</td>
<td>Elastic or relatively elastic demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_d = -\infty$</td>
<td>Perfectly elastic demand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A decrease in the price of a good normally results in an increase in the quantity demanded by consumers because of the law of demand, and conversely, quantity demanded decreases when price rises. As summarized in the table above, the PED for a good or service is referred to by different descriptive terms depending on whether the elasticity coefficient is greater than, equal to, or less than $-1$. That is, the demand for a good is called:

- **Relatively inelastic** when the percentage change in quantity demanded is *less than* the percentage change in price (so that $E_d > -1$);
- Unit elastic, unit elasticity, unitary elasticity, or unitarily elastic demand when the percentage change in quantity demanded is equal to the percentage change in price (so that $E_d = -1$); and
- Relatively elastic when the percentage change in quantity demanded is *greater than* the percentage change in price (so that $E_d < -1$).

As the two accompanying diagrams show, *perfectly elastic* demand is represented graphically as a horizontal line, and *perfectly inelastic* demand as a vertical line. These are the *only* cases in which the PED and the slope of the demand curve
\(\Delta P/\Delta Q\) are both constant, as well as the only cases in which the PED is determined solely by the slope of the demand curve (or more precisely, by the inverse of that slope).

**Q4. **Calculate price elasticity of demand from the following data.

Price(OLD)=9
Price(NEW)=10
QDemand(OLD)=150
QDemand(NEW)=110

**Ans.** To calculate the price elasticity, we need to know what the percentage change in quantity demanded is and what the percentage change in price is. It's best to calculate these one at a time.

**Calculating the Percentage Change in Quantity Demanded**

The formula used to calculate the percentage change in quantity demanded is:

\[
\frac{[\text{QDemand(NEW)} - \text{QDemand(OLD)}]}{\text{QDemand(OLD)}}
\]

By filling in the values we wrote down, we get:

\[
\frac{[110 - 150]}{150} = \frac{-40}{150} = -0.2667
\]

We note that \% Change in Quantity Demanded = -0.2667  (We leave this in decimal terms. In percentage terms this would be -26.67\%). Now we need to calculate the percentage change in price.

**Calculating the Percentage Change in Price**
Similar to before, the formula used to calculate the percentage change in price is:

\[
\frac{\text{Price(NEW) - Price(OLD)}}{\text{Price(OLD)}}
\]

By filling in the values we wrote down, we get:

\[
\frac{10 - 9}{9} = \frac{1}{9} = 0.1111
\]

We have both the percentage change in quantity demand and the percentage change in price, so we can calculate the price elasticity of demand.

**Final Step of Calculating the Price Elasticity of Demand**

We go back to our formula of:

\[
\text{PEoD} = \frac{\% \text{ Change in Quantity Demanded}}{\% \text{ Change in Price}}
\]

We can now fill in the two percentages in this equation using the figures we calculated earlier.

\[
\text{PEoD} = \frac{-0.2667}{0.1111} = -2.4005
\]

When we analyze price elasticities we're concerned with their absolute value, so we ignore the negative value. We conclude that the price elasticity of demand when the price increases from $9 to $10 is 2.4005.

**Q5. Discuss the various types of price elasticity of demand.**

**Ans. Types of Price Elasticity**

1. Unitary elastic demand
When percentage change in demand is same as percentage change in price demand is unitary elastic.

2. Perfectly elastic demand
When a small change in price leads to infinite change in demand, price elasticity is infinite.

3. Perfectly inelastic demand

![Perfectly Price inelastic](image1)

When there is no change in demand in response to change in price demand is perfectly inelastic.

4. Elastic demand

![Demand is Price Elastic](image2)
if the percentage change in demand is more than the percentage change in price.

*The value of PED is more than 1.*

5. Inelastic demand

When there is a smaller percentage change in quantity demanded as compared to the percentage change in its price, the product is said to price INELASTIC.

Q11. **What do you mean by consumer surplus?**

Ans. Consumer surplus is the difference between the maximum price a consumer is willing to pay and the actual price they do pay. If a consumer would be willing to pay more than the current asking price, then they are getting more benefit from the purchased product than they spent to buy it. An example of a good with generally high consumer surplus is drinking water. People would pay very high prices for drinking water, as they need it to survive. The difference in the price
that they would pay, if they had to, and the amount that they pay now is their consumer surplus.

**Multiple Choice Questions**

1- In general, elasticity is
   a. the friction that develops between buyers and sellers in a market.
   b. a measure of how much government intervention is prevalent in a market.
   c. a measure of how competitive a market is.
   d. a measure of how much buyers and sellers respond to changes in market conditions.

    Ans-d

2-. The most basic tools of economics are
   a. demand and supply.
   b. price and quantity.
   c. monetary and fiscal policy.
   d. elasticity of demand and supply.

    Ans-a

3-. The price elasticity of demand measures
   a. a buyer’s responsiveness to a change in the price of a good.
   b. the increase in demand as additional buyers enter the market.
   c. how much more of a good consumers will demand when incomes rise.
   d. the increase in demand that will occur from a change in one of the nonprice determinants of demand.

    Ans-a

4 The price elasticity of demand depends on
   A) the units used to measure price but not the units used to measure quantity.
   B) the units used to measure price and the units used to measure quantity.
   C) the units used to measure quantity but not the units used to measure price.
   D) neither the units used to measure price nor the units used to measure quantity.

    Ans-d

5 The price elasticity of demand measures
   A) the slope of a budget curve.
   B) how often the price of a good changes.
C) the responsiveness of the quantity demanded to changes in price.
D) how sensitive the quantity demanded is to changes in demand.

Ans-c

6 When the quantity of coal supplied is measured in kilograms instead of pounds, the demand for coal becomes
A) more elastic. B) neither more nor less elastic.
C) less elastic. D) undefined.

Ans-b

7 The price elasticity of demand equals
A) the percentage change in the quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in the price.
B) the change in the quantity demanded divided by the change in price.
C) the percentage change in the price divided by the percentage change in the quantity demanded.
D) the change in the price divided by the change in quantity demanded.

Ans-a
Chapter 5

Cost Concepts

Q1. Explain the shape of cost curves in short and long run.
Ans. In economics, a cost curve is a graph of the cost of production as a function of total quantity produced. In a free market economy, productively efficient firms use these curves to find the optimal point of production, where they make the most profits. There are various types of cost curves, all related to each other. The two basic categories of cost curves are total and per unit or average cost curves.

**Short-run average variable cost curve (SRAVC)**

Average variable cost (which is a short-run concept) is the variable cost (typically labor cost) per unit of output: SRAVC = wL / Q where w is the wage rate, L is the quantity of labor used, and Q is the quantity of output produced. The SRAVC curve plots the short-run average variable cost against the level of output, and is typically U-shaped.

**Short-run average total cost curve (SRATC or SRAC)**
The average total cost curve is constructed to capture the relation between cost per unit of output and the level of output.

Short-run total cost is given by

\[ STC = P_KK + P_LL, \]

Where \( P_K \) is the unit price of using physical capital per unit time, \( P_L \) is the unit price of labor per unit time (the wage rate), \( K \) is the quantity of physical capital used, and \( L \) is the quantity of labor used. From this we obtain short-run average cost, denoted either SATC or SAC, as \( STC / Q \):

\[ SRATC \text{ or } SRAC = P_KK/Q + P_LL/Q = P_K \times AP_K + P_L \times AP_L, \]

Where \( AP_K = Q/K \) is the average product of capital and \( AP_L = Q/L \) is the average product of labor.

Short run average cost equals average fixed costs plus average variable costs. Average fixed cost continuously falls as production increases in the short run, because \( K \) is fixed in the short run. The shape of the average variable cost curve is
directly determined by increasing and then diminishing marginal returns to the variable input (conventionally labor).

**Long-run average cost curve (LRAC)**

![Typical Long Run Average Cost Curve](image)

Typical long run average cost curve

The long-run average cost curve depicts the cost per unit of output in the long run—that is, when all productive inputs' usage levels can be varied. All points on the line represent least-cost factor combinations; points above the line are attainable but unwise, while points below are unattainable given present factors of production..

**Short-run marginal cost curve (SRMC)**

![Short Run Marginal Cost Curve](image)
Typical marginal cost curve

A short-run marginal cost curve graphically represents the relation between marginal (i.e., incremental) cost incurred by a firm in the short-run production of a good or service and the quantity of output produced. This curve is constructed to capture the relation between marginal cost and the level of output, holding other variables, like technology and resource prices, constant. The marginal cost curve is U-shaped.

**Long-run marginal cost curve (LRMC)**

The long-run marginal cost curve shows for each unit of output the added total cost incurred in the long run, that is, the conceptual period when all factors of production are variable so as minimize long-run average total cost. Stated otherwise, LRMC is the minimum increase in total cost associated with an increase of one unit of output when all inputs are variable.

The long-run marginal cost curve is shaped by economies and diseconomies of scale, a long-run concept, rather than the law of diminishing returns, which is a short-run concept. The long-run marginal cost curve tends to be flatter than its short-run counterpart due to increased input flexibility as to cost minimization. The long-run marginal cost curve intersects the long-run average cost curve at the minimum point of the latter.
Graphing cost curves together

Multiple Choice Questions

1. A production function measures the relation between…
   a) input prices and output prices.
   b) input prices and the quantity of output.
   c) the quantity of inputs and the quantity of output.
   d) the quantity of inputs and input prices
   Ans: d

2. A short-run production function assumes that…
   a) the usage of at least one input is fixed.
   b) the level of output is fixed.
   c) all inputs are fixed inputs.
   d) both a and b
   e) both b and c
   f) Ans: e
3 If average product is decreasing, then marginal product…
   a) must be greater than average product.
   b) must be less than average product.
   c) must be increasing.
   d) cannot be decreasing.
   e) both a and c

**Ans-e**

4 Which of the following statements is TRUE?
   a) A firm plans in the short run and operates in the long run.
   b) In the long run a firm can change all but one input.
   c) In the long run all inputs are variable.
   d) In the short run all inputs are fixed.
   e) Ans-d

5 Suppose you operate a sandwich shop and currently have two employees. If you hire a third employee, your output of sandwiches per day rises from 75 to 90. If you hire a fourth employee, output rises to 110 per day. A fifth and sixth employee would cause output to rise to 120 and 125 per day, respectively. Choose the correct statement:
   a) Diminishing returns set have not yet set in because output is still increases.
   b) Diminishing returns set in with the hiring of the fourth worker.
   c) Diminishing returns set in with the hiring of the fifth worker.
   d) Diminishing returns set in with the hiring of the sixth worker.

**Ansd**
Chapter –6

Break Even Analysis

Q1. Discuss the concept of break even point.

Ans

The **Break-Even Point** is the point where Total Costs is equal to Sales. In the Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis model, Total Costs are linear in volume.

In economics & business, specifically cost accounting, the **break-even point** (BEP) is the point at which cost or expenses and revenue are equal: there is no net loss or gain, and one has "broken even". A profit or a loss has not been made, although opportunity costs have been paid, and capital has received the risk-adjusted, expected return.
Computation

In the linear cost volume profit analysis model the **break-even point** (in terms of Unit Sales \((X)\)) can be directly computed in terms of Total Revenue \((TR)\) and Total Costs \((TC)\) as:

\[
TR = TC \\
P \times X = TFC + V \times X \\
P \times X - V \times X = TFC \\
(P - V) \times X = TFC \\
X = \frac{TFC}{P - V}
\]

where:

- **TFC** is Total fixed cost
- **P** is Unit Sale Price, and
- **V** is Unit Variable Cost.
The Break-Even Point can alternatively be computed as the point where contribution equals fixed cost.

The quantity $(P - V)$ is of interest in its own right, and is called the unit contribution $(C)$: it is the marginal profit per unit, or alternatively the portion of each sale that contributes to Fixed Costs. Thus the break-even point can be more simply computed as the point where Total Contribution = Total Fixed Cost:

$$\text{Total Contribution} = \text{Total Fixed Costs}$$

$$\text{Unit Contribution} \times \text{Number of Units} = \text{Total Fixed Costs}$$

$$\text{Number of Units} = \frac{\text{Total Fixed Costs}}{\text{Unit Contribution}}$$

In currency units (sales proceeds) to reach break-even, one can use the above calculation and multiply by Price, or equivalently use the Contribution Margin Ratio (Unit Contribution Margin over Price) to compute it as:

$$\text{Break-even (in Sales)} = \frac{\text{Fixed Costs}}{C/P}.$$
Multiple Choice Questions

1  Perfect competition is characterized by:
   A. Large number of firms; heterogeneous product; easy entry and exit.
   B. Large number of firms; homogeneous product; incomplete information.
   C. Large number of firms; homogeneous product; easy entry and exit.
   D. Few firms; homogeneous product; difficult entry and exit.
   E. Few firms; differentiated product; easy entry and exit.
   Ans-c

2  Firms in perfectly-competitive industries may be characterized as:
   A. Price takers.
   B. Price creators.
   C. Price makers.
   D. Price setters.
   E. Price negotiators
   Ans-a.

3  In the short run, perfectly-competitive firms may earn:
   A. Positive economic profit.
   B. Positive accounting profit.
   C. Normal profit.
   D. Negative economic profit.
   E. All of the above
   Ans-c
Chapter –7

Market Structure

Q1. Discuss the features of perfect competition. Also explain the condition of profit maximization by a firm

Ans. In economic theory, perfect competition describes such markets that no participants are large enough to have the market power to set the price of a homogeneous product.

**Basic structural characteristics**

Generally, a perfectly competitive market exists when every participant is a price taker no participant influences the price of the product it buys or sells. Specific characteristics may include:

- **Infinite buyers and sellers** – Infinite consumers with the willingness and ability to buy the product at a certain price, and infinite producers with the willingness and ability to supply the product at a certain price.

- **Zero entry and exit barriers** – It is relatively easy for a business to enter or exit in a perfectly competitive market.

- **Perfect factor mobility** - In the long run factors of production perfectly mobile allowing free long term adjustments to changing market conditions.

- **Perfect information** - Prices and quality of products are assumed to be known to all consumers and producers
- **Zero transaction costs** - Buyers and sellers incur no costs in making an exchange (perfect mobility)
- **Profit maximization** - Firms aim to sell where marginal costs meet marginal revenue, where they generate the most profit.
- **Homogeneous products** – The characteristics of any given market good or service do not vary across suppliers.
- **Constant returns to scale** – Constant returns to scale ensure that there are sufficient firms in the industry

Condition for equilibrium is MC=MR.

**Q2. What do you mean by Monopoly?**

**Ans. Features of monopoly**

- **Single seller:** In a monopoly there is one seller of the good who produces all the output therefore, the whole market is being served by a single firm, and for practical purposes, the firm is the same as the industry.

- **Market power:** Market power is the ability to affect the terms and conditions of exchange so that the price of the product is set by the firm (price is not imposed by the market as in perfect competition). Although a monopoly's market power is high it is still limited by the demand side of the market. A monopoly faces a
negatively sloped demand curve not a perfectly inelastic curve. Consequently, any price increase will result in the loss of some customers.

- **Firm and industry**: In a monopoly, market, a firm is itself an industry. Therefore, there is no distinction between a firm and an industry in such a market.

- **Price Discrimination**: A monopolist can change the price and quality of the product. He sells more quantities charging less price against the product in a highly elastic market and sells less quantities charging high price in a less elastic market.

Q.3. **What are the sources of monopoly?**

Ans. **Sources of monopoly power**

Monopolies derive their market power from barriers to entry - circumstances that prevent or greatly impede a potential competitor's entry into the market or ability to compete in the market. There are three major types of barriers to entry; economic, legal and deliberate.

- **Economic barriers**: Economic barriers include economies of scale, capital requirements, cost advantages and technological superiority.

**Economies of scale**: Monopolies are characterised by declining costs over a relatively large range of production. Declining costs coupled with large start up costs give monopolies an advantage over would be competitors. Monopolies are often in a position to cut prices below a new entrant's operating costs and drive them out of the industry. Further the size of the industry relative to the minimum efficient scale may limit the number of firms that can effectively compete within the industry. If for example the industry is large enough to support one firm of minimum efficient scale then other firms entering the industry will operate at a size that is less than MES meaning that these firms cannot produce at an average cost that is competitive with the dominant firm. Finally, if long run average cost is
constantly falling the least cost way to provide a good or service is through a single firm.

**Capital requirements**: Production processes that require large investments of capital, or large research and development costs or substantial sunk costs limit the number of firms in an industry. Large fixed costs also make it difficult for a small firm to enter an industry and expand.

**Technological superiority**: A monopoly may be better able to acquire, integrate and use the best possible technology in producing its goods while entrants do not have the size or fiscal muscle to use the best available technology. In plain English one large firm can sometimes produce goods cheaper than several small firms.

**No substitute goods**: A monopoly sells a good for which there is no close substitutes. The absence of substitutes makes the demand for the good relatively inelastic enabling monopolies to extract positive profits.

**Control of Natural Resources**: A prime source of monopoly power is the control of resources that are critical to the production of a final good.

**Network Externalities**: The use of a product by a person can affect the value of that product to other people. This is the network effect. There is a direct relationship between the proportion of people using a product and the demand for that product. In other words the more people who are using a product the higher the probability of any individual starting to use the product. This effect accounts for fads and fashion trends. It also can play a crucial role in the development or
acquisition of market power. The most famous current example is the market dominance of the Microsoft operating system in personal computers.

- **Legal barriers:** Legal rights can provide opportunity to monopolise the market in a good. Intellectual property rights, including patents and copyrights, give a monopolist exclusive control over the production and selling of certain goods. Property rights may give a firm the exclusive control over the materials necessary to produce a good.

- **Deliberate Actions:** A firm wanting to monopolise a market may engage in various types of deliberate action to exclude competitors or eliminate competition. Such actions include collusion, lobbying governmental authorities, and force.

In addition to barriers to entry and competition, barriers to exit may be a source of market power. Barriers to exit are market conditions that make it difficult or expensive for a firm to leave the market. High liquidation costs are a primary barrier to exit. Market exit and shutdown are separate events. The decision whether to shut down or operate is not affected by exit barriers. A firm will shut down if price falls below minimum average variable costs.

**Q4. What do you mean by monopolistic competition?**

Ans. In a monopolistic market a large number of sellers or producers sell differentiated products. It differs from perfect competition that the products sold by different firms are not identical. That is why in a monopolistic market sellers can sell differentiated products in slightly different prize.

As example Nokia sells its *Music Express* phones in slightly higher price than the other music phones of other companies because of its differentiated features.

**Q5. Discuss the characteristics of oligopoly. Also explain the concept of kinked demand curve.**
Ans. Characteristics of oligopoly.

Profit maximization conditions: An oligopoly maximizes profits by producing where marginal revenue equals marginal costs.

Ability to set price: Oligopolies are price setters rather than price takers.

Entry and exit: Barriers to entry are high. The most important barriers are economies of scale, patents, access to expensive and complex technology, and strategic actions by incumbent firms designed to discourage or destroy nascent firms.

Number of firms: "Few" – a "handful" of sellers. There are so few firms that the actions of one firm can influence the actions of the other firms.

Long run profits: Oligopolies can retain long run abnormal profits. High barriers of entry prevent sideline firms from entering market to capture excess profits.

Product differentiation: Product may be homogeneous (steel) or differentiated (automobiles).

Perfect knowledge: Assumptions about perfect knowledge vary but the knowledge of various economic actors can be generally described as selective. Oligopolies have perfect knowledge of their own cost and demand functions but their inter-firm information may be incomplete. Buyers have only imperfect knowledge as to price, cost and product quality.

Interdependence: The distinctive feature of an oligopoly is interdependence. Oligopolies are typically composed of a few large firms. Each firm is so large that its actions affect market conditions. Therefore the competing firms will be aware of a firm's market actions and will respond appropriately. This means that in contemplating a market action, a firm must take into consideration the possible reactions of all competing firms and the firm's countermoves. It is very much like a game of chess or pool in which a player must anticipate a whole sequence of
moves and countermoves in determining how to achieve his objectives. For example, an oligopoly considering a price reduction may wish to estimate the likelihood that competing firms greater revenue and market share.

Q6. Discuss the shape of Kinked demand curve.

Ans. "Kinked" demand curves are similar to traditional demand curves, as they are downward-sloping. They are distinguished by a hypothesized convex bend with a discontinuity at the bend—"kink". Thus the first derivative at that point is undefined and leads to a jump discontinuity in the marginal revenue curve.

Classical economic theory assumes that a profit-maximizing producer with some market power (either due to oligopoly or monopolistic competition) will set marginal costs equal to marginal revenue. This idea can be envisioned graphically by the intersection of an upward-sloping marginal cost curve and a downward-sloping marginal revenue curve (because the more one sells, the lower the price must be, so the less a producer earns per unit). In classical theory, any change in the marginal cost structure (how much it costs to make each additional unit) or the marginal revenue structure (how much people will pay for each additional unit) will be immediately reflected in a new price and/or quantity sold of the item. This result does not occur if a "kink" exists. Because of this jump discontinuity in the marginal revenue curve, marginal costs could change without necessarily changing the price or quantity.

The motivation behind this kink is the idea that in an oligopolistic or monopolistically competitive market, firms will not raise their prices because even a small price increase will lose many customers. This is because competitors will generally ignore price increases, with the hope of gaining a larger market share as a result of now having comparatively lower prices. However, even a large price decrease will gain only a few customers because such an action will
begin a price war with other firms. The curve is therefore more price-elastic for price increases and less so for price decreases. Firms will often enter the industry in the long run.
Q1. **Discuss various concepts of National Income.**

Ans. A variety of *measures of national income and output* are used in economics to estimate total economic activity in a country or region, including gross domestic product (GDP), gross national product (GNP), and net national income (NNI). All are specially concerned with counting the total amount of goods and services produced within some "boundary". The boundary may be defined geographically, or by citizenship; and limits on the type of activity also form part of the conceptual boundary; for instance, these measures are for the most part limited to counting goods and services that are exchanged for money: production not for sale but for barter, for one's own personal use, or for one's family, is largely left out of these measures, although some attempts are made to include some of those kinds of production by *imputing* monetary values to them. Mr Ian Davies defines development as 'Simply how happy and free the citizens of that country feel.'

**Formulae:**

GDP (gross domestic product) at market price = value of output in an economy in a particular year - intermediate consumption

NNP at factor cost = GDP at market price - depreciation + NFIA (*net factor income from abroad*) - net indirect taxes
Q2. Discuss approaches to national income.

Ans. The Income Approach

The income approach equates the total output of a nation to the total factor income received by residents of the nation. The main types of factor income are:

- Employee compensation (= wages + cost of fringe benefits, including unemployment, health, and retirement benefits);
- Interest received net of interest paid;
- Rental income (mainly for the use of real estate) net of expenses of landlords;
- Royalties paid for the use of intellectual property and extractable natural resources.

All remaining value added generated by firms is called the residual or profit. If a firm has stockholders, they own the residual, some of which they receive as dividends. Profit includes the income of the entrepreneur - the businessman who combines factor inputs to produce a good or service.

Formulae:

NDP at factor cost = Compensation of employees + Net interest + Rental & royalty income + Profit of incorporated and unincorporated firms + Income from self-employment.

National income = NDP at factor cost + NFIA (net factor income from abroad) - Depreciation.
The expenditure approach

The expenditure approach is basically an output accounting method. It focuses on finding the total output of a nation by finding the total amount of money spent. This is acceptable, because like income, the total value of all goods is equal to the total amount of money spent on goods. The basic formula for domestic output combines all the different areas in which money is spent within the region, and then combining them to find the total output.

\[
\text{GDP} = \text{C} + \text{I} + \text{G} + (\text{X} - \text{M})
\]

Where:
- \( \text{C} \) = household consumption expenditures / personal consumption expenditures
- \( \text{I} \) = gross private domestic investment
- \( \text{G} \) = government consumption and gross investment expenditures
- \( \text{X} \) = gross exports of goods and services
- \( \text{M} \) = gross imports of goods and services

Note: \((X - M)\) is often written as \(X_N\), which stands for "net exports"

Q3. **What do you mean by inflation?**

Ans. Inflation is the overall general upward price movement of goods and services in an economy (often caused by a increase in the supply of money), usually as measured by the Consumer Price Index and the Producer Price Index. Over time, as the cost of goods and services increase, the value of a dollar is going to fall because a person won't be able to purchase as much with that dollar as he/she previously could.
Q4.  **How would you measure inflation?**

**Ans.**  **Measures of Inflation,** which literally means proliferation, determines the certain change, or better to say increase, of the price of goods and other services. Combine measurement of the escalation of the price of general goods and services gives the picture of general price change. Inflation is measured by consumer price index and wholesale price index.

Q5.  **Define business cycles.**

**Ans.**  The recurring and fluctuating levels of economic activity that an economy experiences over a long period of time. The five stages of the business cycle are growth (expansion), peak, recession (contraction), trough and recovery. At one time, business cycles were thought to be extremely regular, with predictable durations, but today they are widely believed to be irregular, varying in frequency, magnitude and duration.

Q6.  **What do you mean by fiscal policy?**

**Ans.**  Fiscal policy is an additional method to determine public revenue and public expenditure. In the recent years importance of fiscal policy has increased due to economic fluctuations. Fiscal policy is an important instrument in the modern time. According to Arther Smithies “fiscal policy is a policy under which
government uses its expenditure and revenue program to produce desirable effects and avoid undesirable effects on the national income, production.”

Q7. What are the objectives of fiscal policy?
Ans. Objectives of fiscal policy:

The objectives of fiscal policy may be regarded as follows;

1. To achieve desirable price level:

The stability of general prices is necessary for economic stability. The maintenance of a desirable price level has good effects on production, employment and national income. Fiscal policy should be used to remove; fluctuations in price level so that ideal level is maintained.

2. To Achieve desirable consumption level:

A desirable consumption level is important for political, social and economic consideration. Consumption can be affected by expenditure and tax policies of the government. Fiscal policy should be used to increase welfare of the economy through consumption level.

3. To Achieve desirable employment level:

The efficient employment level is most important in determining the living standard of the people. It is necessary for political stability and for maximization of production. Fiscal policy should achieve this level.
4. To achieve desirable income distribution:

The distribution of income determines the type of economic activities the amount of savings. In this way, it is related to prices, consumption and employment. Income distribution should be equal to the most possible degree. Fiscal policy can achieve equality in distribution of income. High tax burden on the rich can be spent on the poor may result in equal distribution of income.

5. Increase in capital formation:

In under-developed countries deficiency of capital is the main reason for under-development. Large amounts are required for industry and economic development. Fiscal policy can divert resources and increases capital.

6. Degree of inflation:

In under-developed countries, a certain degree of inflation is required for economic development. Fiscal policy aims at maintaining the rate of inflation within desirable limits.

Q.8. Name the instruments of fiscal policy.

Ans. Instruments of fiscal policy are:

1. Taxation
2. Public Debt
3. Public expenditure
4. Deficit financing
Q9. What are the types of inflation?

Ans. Types of Inflation:

There are three major types of inflation:

1) Demand Pull Inflation

2) Cost Push inflation

3) Built in Inflation

**Demand Pull Inflation**: Demand Pull Inflation caused by increase in aggregate demand due to increased private and government spending. It occurs when aggregate demand exceeds aggregate supply which increases costs suddenly. To increase the output firms employ more people. When firms employ more and more people they end up in increasing cost of production of the good as compared to the output. This results in increase in price of the good and hence Inflation.

**Cost Push Inflation**: Cost supply inflation is also termed ‘supply shock inflation’. Caused by drops in aggregate supply due to increased prices of inputs. For example sudden decrease in the supply of oil would increase oil prices. Producers for whom oil is a part of their costs could then pass this on to consumers in the form of increased prices. If the good whose price increases is used widely in production the effect is much more and causes inflation.

**Built in Inflation**: These types of Inflation are induced by adaptive expectations i.e. the workers try to keep their wage levels high in anticipation of inflation. The employers and firms increase the prices of their goods in anticipation of the
workers demands. This forms a vicious circle and results in increase in general level of prices. This results in Inflation.

**Multiple Choice Questions**

1. Firms under perfectly competitive markets generally are
   a) Price makers
   b) Price givers
   c) Price taker
   d) None of these

   Ans-a

2. Select the odd one in the following:
   a) Petroleum
   b) Coal
   c) Fuel wood
   d) Electric

3. National Income is
   a) Net National Product – Indirect Taxes + Subsidies
   b) Gross National Product – Direct Taxes
   c) Gross Domestic Product – Imports
   d) Net Domestic Product + Products

   Ans-a

4. Which statement is true?
   a) Money is a good servant
   b) **Money is a good servant but bad a bad master**
   c) Money is a good master but a bad servant
   d) Money is a good master and a good servant

   Ans-b
Key Terms

**Absolute advantage** - The ability to produce something with fewer resources than other producers would use to produce the same thing.

**Alternatives** - Options among which to make choices.

**Balance of trade** - The part of a nation's balance of payments that deals with merchandise (or visible) imports or exports.

**Bank, commercial** - A financial institution accepts checking deposits, holds savings, sells traveler's checks and performs other financial services.

**Barter** - The direct trading of goods and services without the use of money.

**Benefit** - The gain received from voluntary exchange.

**Bond** - A certificate reflecting a firm's promise to pay the holder a periodic interest payment until the date of maturity and a fixed sum of money on the designated maturity date.

**Business (firm)** - Private profit-seeking organizations that use resources to produce goods and services.

**Command economy** - A mode of economic organization in which the key economic functions—*what*, *how*, and *for whom*—are principally determined by government directive. Sometimes called a "centrally planned economy."

**Comparative advantage** - The principle of comparative advantage states that a country will specialize in the production of goods in which it has a lower opportunity cost than other countries.

**Competition** - The effort of two or more parties acting independently to secure the business of a third party by offering the most favorable terms.

**Corporation** - A legal entity owned by stockholders whose liability is limited to the value of their stock.
Decision making - Choosing from alternatives the one with the greatest benefit net of costs.
Deflation - A sustained and continuous decrease in the general price level.
Demand - A schedule of how much consumers are willing and able to buy at all possible prices during some time period.
Demand decre

Economic system - The collection of institutions, laws, activities, controlling values, and human motivations that collectively provide a framework for economic decision making.
Economic wants - Desires that can be satisfied by consuming a good or a service. Some economic wants range from things needed for survival to things that are nice to have.

Factors of production - Resources used by businesses to produce goods and services.
Federal Reserve System - The central bank and monetary authority of the United States.

Goods - Objects that can satisfy people's wants.
Government - National, state and local agencies that use tax revenues to provide goods and services for their citizens.
The question paper is divided into two sections. Section - A, contains 6 questions out of which the candidate is required to attempt any four questions. Section B contains 1 short case study/application based one question which is compulsory. All questions carry equal marks.

Use of following supporting material is permitted during examination. (Mentioned in form No. 205)

1. Nil
2. Nil

SECTION-A

1. “Managerial economics is the integration of economic theory with business practice for the purpose of facilitating decision making and forward planning by management.” Explain.

2. What are the conditions for a consumer’s equilibrium? Explain and illustrate consumer’s equilibrium using indifference curve technique?
3. Explain and illustrate Hicksian and Sluskin methods of decomposing income and substitution effects of price effect.

4. What are the determinants of market demand for a commodity? How do the changes in the following factors affect the demand for a commodity?
   (a) Price
   (b) Income
   (c) Price of the substitute
   (d) Advertisement and
   (e) Population

5. (a) “The concept of elasticity of demand and demand forecasting are versatile tools of economic analysis.” Discuss the validity of this statement with appropriate examples.
   (b) When MC changes, AC changes (a) at the same rate, (b) at a higher rate, or (c) at a lower rate? Illustrate your answer through a diagram.

6. Describe the assumptions underlying the linked demand model of oligopoly. How does the linked demand curve lead to price rigidity in an oligopolistic market.

SECTION-B

7. (a) Describe the various methods of measuring National Income. How is a method chosen for measuring national income?
   (b) Explain the various tools used in formulation of fiscal policy in India.
   (c) Why is controlling trade cycles necessary? Describe the major stabilization policies?
   (d) Explain the difference between revenue deficit and capital deficit.
Instruction to candidates:

The question paper is divided into two sections. Section A, contains 6 questions out of which the candidates is required to attempt any four questions. Section B contains short case study/application based one question which is compulsory. All questions carry equal marks.

**Section-A**

1. (a) Distinguish between microeconomics, macroeconomics and managerial economics.
   (b) Distinguish between marginal and average magnitude.

2. Demonstrate with an example how marginal utility can be derived from total utility when the total utility can be measured cardinally.

3. What is the difference between demand estimation and demand forecasting?

4. What are the characteristics of a perfectly competitive market?

5. Bring out the relationship between fiscal and monetary policies.
6. (a) Short note:
   (i) Price Discrimination
   (ii) Kinked demand Hypothecation
(b) How are the CPI, and WPI and the GDP deflator different from each other and when can we use each of these?

Section-B
Case Study

Mr. Rodriques runs a grocery shop from a house that he owns in panjim. Recently, the shipping company that he used to work for earlier for Rs.95,000 per year made him an offer for employment. Mr. Rodriques’ annual income statement is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Rs. 6,25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of goods sold</td>
<td>Rs. 3,25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages (of assistant)</td>
<td>Rs. 75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td>Rs. 30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>Rs. 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other expenses</td>
<td>Rs. 15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>Rs. 1,75,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The market value of the shop is Rs.3,50,000. That is, if wishes he could sell the shop for his amount. He could also rent out of the building for Rs.50,000 per year. If he sells the business, he can invest and earn an annual return of 9 percent. Should Mr. Rodriques continue in his business or should he join the shipping company.
Section-A

1. “Managerial economics can be viewed as an application of that part of macroeconomics that focuses on risk, demand, production, cost, pricing and market structure”. Explain role and responsibility of a managerial economist in light of the statement.

2. Explain concept of consumer’s surplus with help of indifference curves technique. What is the relevance of such concept in business situations?

3. Explain the concept of price-discrimination, its possibility, its profitability when;
   (a) Monopolist has total control in two markets having different elasticity of demand.
   
   (b) He is monopolist in one market and a competitor in market.

4. How a dominant firm determines output under oligopoly with a leftover for small firms under imperfect collusion? Give names of five oligopolistic firms in India.

5. Explain concept of double counting which is avoided while calculating National Income of any country. How GNP, NNP, NI, PI, DI are calculated?
6. Write short notes on any four:
   (i) Economic profit
   (ii) Perfectly inelastic demand
   (iii) Opportunity cost
   (iv) Make or Buy decision
   (v) Non-price competition
   (vi) Demand-Pull inflation.

Section-B
(Compulsory)
(5 Marks will be deducted if Section –B is not answered)
FISCAL POLICY

Fiscal Policy means policy relating to public revenue and public expenditure and allied matters thereof. A large part of public revenue is generated from taxation. Tools of fiscal policy are numerous i.e. Budget. Taxation, public debts and deficit financing. Fiscal policy aims at accelerating pace of economic development, minimizing in equalities of income and wealth checking business cycles and inflation/deflation and increasing employment opportunities.

Fiscal policy in India has a multi-dimensional role. India has used various tools of fiscal policy to achieve socio-economic goals. Income Tax, wealth tax are direct but VAT, Custom Duty, Excise Duty are indirect taxes. Fiscal policy in India could not improve tax structure and black money was generated as a parallel economy. Indian tax system is inflexible. Simplification of tax system has been recommended by Boothalingam committee and Chellisha committee. Chelliah committee on Tax Reforms suggested many measures for making tax system simpler. Parthasarthy committee in 2001 recommended tax reforms for the Tenth plan. Mr.Vijay Kelkar recommended measures for simplification and rationalization of direct and indirect taxes. A fiscal responsibility and Budget management (Amended) Act was passed in 2003.

The union Budget under Fiscal Policy is presented every year. It has two parts namely Revenue Budget and Capital Budget, In India normally we have deficit budget. Budget deficit is increasing from plan to plan. The immediate task for the government is to check the fiscal imbalances in country.

Answer the following questions:

1. What are the main tools of fiscal policy in India?
2. Explain how tax administration has failed in India to unearth black money.
3. How inequalities of income may be reduced?
4. How cost-push inflation can be checked?
5. Highlight main recommendation of Chelliah committee on Tax reforms.
6. What is the difference between Revenue deficit and capital deficit in union budget?
7. Outline items of receipts and expenditure in Union Budget.
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Section-A
The question paper is divided into three section. Section a contains 10 questions of 02 marks each. questions are compulsory. Section B will contain 05 questions of 10 marks each. The candidate is required to answer three questions from this section. Section C is of 20 marks and contains case studies or numerical problems only. Questions for 40 marks are given in this section. Use of following supporting material is permitted during examination.
(Mentioned in form of No. 205)

"Section-A"
1. Distinguish between accounting costs and economic costs.
2. Why Average Revenue Curve of a firm under perfect competition is parallel to ox-axis?
3. Why the situation of price rigidity occurs under oligopoly?
4. What is the nature of Managerial Economics?
5. What are the basic features of the new economy?
6. Distinguish between stock and supply.
7. What do you mean by Break-Even Point?
8. Why consumer's surplus diminishes?
9. What do you understand by Demand-Pull Inflation?

"Section-B"

11. Managerial Economics is a discipline which deals with the application of economic Theory to business management”. Elucidate this statement by explaining the name of Managerial Economics.

12. (i) Calculate the income elasticity of demand from the information given below and also explain the nature (type) of the commodity on the basis of coefficient of elasticity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income (Rs.)</th>
<th>Demand (Units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rs. 4000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rs. 6000</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) Calculate the cross elasticity of demand from the following information and on the basis of that explain the nature (type) of the commodities under consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price of sugar (Rs. per kg.)</th>
<th>Demand for Tea (kgs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. "A competitive firm is not a price determinator, but output adjuster" explain this statement with suitable diagrams.

14. Explain the Law of Variable proportions with the help of suitable illustration and diagram.

15. From the following information find put the break-even point:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable cost per unit</th>
<th>Rs. 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selling price per unit</td>
<td>Rs. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed expenses</td>
<td>Rs. 40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What will be the selling price per unit, if break-even point is brought down to 5000 units?
Section-C

16. A firm's total cost function is \( C = Q^2 - 22Q \). It faces a demand function of \( Q = 14 - P \). Find out the profit maximization output and price for the firm.

Complete the following table and comments on it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total output</th>
<th>Total Fixed cost</th>
<th>Total Variable Cost</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Average fixed Cost</th>
<th>Average Variable Cost</th>
<th>Marginal Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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